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If you have been injured in an automobile accident, you may be considering filing a personal injury claim. Before you do, there are some things you should know about the process.




1. It May Take a While




The process of filing and settling a personal injury claim can take months or even years. If you are considering filing a claim, be prepared to wait a while before you see any money.




2. You Will Need to File a Police Report




If you are involved in an automobile accident, you will need to file a police report. This is necessary in order to establish that the accident actually occurred and to document the damages.




3. You May Be Asked to Give a Statement




If the other driver involved in the accident is insured, their insurance company may contact you to ask for a statement. It is important to remember that anything you say can be used against you later in court.




4. You May Have to Go to Court




In some cases, the parties involved in an automobile accident cannot reach a settlement and the case will have to go to court. If this happens, you will need to be prepared to testify in front of a judge and jury.




5. You May Be Awarded Money for Your Injuries




If you are successful in your personal injury claim, you may be awarded money for your injuries. This money can be used to cover medical expenses, lost wages, and other damages.




6. You May Have to Pay Back Your Lawyers




If you hire a lawyer to help you file your personal injury claim, you may have to pay them back out of any money you are awarded. Be sure to ask your lawyer about this before hiring them.




7. You May Not Get All the Money You Are Awarded




If you are successful in your personal injury claim, you may not get all the money you are awarded. The defendant may choose to appeal the verdict or may not have the money to pay a large judgment.




8. You May Have to Pay Taxes on Your Award




Any money you receive as part of a personal injury settlement or judgment may be subject to taxation. Be sure to speak with an accountant about how this will affect your taxes.




Hire a Qualified Auto Accident Lawyer




If you are considering filing a personal injury claim after being involved in an automobile accident, it is important to hire a qualified lawyer. A good lawyer will be able to guide you through the process, advise you on what to do, and represent you in court if necessary.




Filing a personal injury claim can be a complicated process. Before you decide whether or not to file a claim, be sure to speak with an attorney who can answer any of your questions and help you through the process.




The qualified lawyers at Kannin Law have always been helping victims with all their personal accident claims. Talk to them and have your case evaluated free of charge.…
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Slip and fall accidents are some of the most common types of personal injury cases today. Many individuals, unfortunately, find themselves on the receiving end of injuries because of hazardous conditions in commercial or private properties. Statistics show that up to 26% of all personal injury cases filed every year are slip and fall accident claims.




These accidents can happen anywhere you go, even if you are just walking down the street. You can land on your feet or fall flat on your face. Either way, if someone is responsible for the accident, then they should take responsibility for it too.




There are many kinds of slip and fall accidents you may encounter in your daily life. However, here are some of the most common slip and fall accidents that can take place:




	Staircases – It is a common scenario in office buildings, malls, movie theaters, and commercial establishments.
	Aisle – Checkout counters, supermarket shelves, and grocery stores are just some of the places where accidents usually happen.
	Construction Sites – It may seem like there is little danger when entering a construction site but accidents can still happen. There are many tools that fall off trucks or construction equipment that you will see all over the place. There are also many tools and materials that pose a tripping hazard. In addition, there may be uneven or wet surfaces caused by rainfall or the spilling of paint.





In any of these scenarios, you have the right to file a personal injury claim if it was someone else’s fault for your slip and fall accident. If you were hurt because someone failed to maintain their property or failed to follow safety and security precautions, then you can file a claim.




When you hire a personal injury attorney, they will investigate the accident and see if there was negligence involved. They will also determine how responsible the person is for your injuries. If they were not responsible, then your lawyer may decide to take no action against them. In any case, there may be a settlement you can claim from the responsible party.




Slip and Fall Damages




The injuries that slip and fall victims have included fractures, lacerations, bruising to internal organs, head trauma, bone dislocations or breaks, bruises, sprains/strains, abrasions, or lacerations.




Many people also experience back pain after a slip and fall accident due to the impact of the fall. However if an individual suffers from any ailment after a slip and fall accident, they should contact their doctor immediately.




You have the right to file a personal injury if it was someone else’s fault for your slip and fall accident. If you were hurt because someone failed to maintain their property or failed to follow safety and security precautions, then you can file a claim.




If you love to discuss your slip and fall accident, talk to Kannin Law attorneys and get your case reviewed for professional advice.…
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Sadly, there are numerous motorcycle accidents that keep happening all over the United States. Most of these accidents end up in serious injuries and fatalities. As a result of the damages, your finances can end up being drained significantly and you need to find a way of recovering the damages. Besides the financial strain, motorcycle injuries can also affect your livelihood, your mental state and so many other aspects of your life. In order to seek compensation for motorcycle damages, you will need to find an experienced motorcycle attorney.




A fair share of motorcycle accidents is caused by reckless and negligent drivers. Pursuing a lawsuit or filing for claims to get compensated can be a tall order. You will need the services of an experienced lawyer who will take up the case and see to it that you are compensated in the right manner. There are some survivors who choose to pursue such cases on their own, which is a big mistake. Insurance companies have seasoned lawyers who will take advantage of your naivety.




Insurance adjusters will work hard to ensure that the value of your claim is reduced. This is why is not advisable to accept the first offer they make without speaking to a professional attorney. The best way to get out of this with the compensation you deserve is by hiring a skilled motorcycle lawyer to take up the matter.




Pick the Right Motorcycle Accident Lawyer




Most people make the mistake of assuming that any lawyer can handle their accident matters, which is not true. The success of your compensation for motorcycle accident damages squarely depends on the lawyer you hire. It pays to work with a lawyer that specializes in motorcycle accident claims. These are experts who know all the tricks that insurance companies may want to use. The fact that you had worked with a certain lawyer in the past for a different matter does not mean that they would be able to help you in such instances. 




Personal accident lawsuits can be complicated and you want to be sure that you are working with the right lawyer. Personal injury is a very extensive field, with so many facets. As such, you can find a personal injury attorney who does not handle motorcycle accident claims. Be very specific when talking to any lawyer and ask about their experience in similar cases in the past. 




Familiarity with this legal field will work to your advantage as they will work on winning your settlement case. Please note that there is a difference between car accident lawyers and motorcycle lawyers. Always work with an attorney that specializes in motorcycle accidents as this gives you a better chance of getting your full compensation.




Get the Best Motorcycle Accident, Lawyers




If you or your loved one has been involved in a motorcycle accident, there so many damages that you may have suffered. The good news is that with the help of an experienced motorcycle accident lawyer you will get compensated for the damages.




…
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Personal injury law can be very complicated, while it may appear to be simple and straightforward. Ideally, when you suffer an injury due to the negligence of another person, you seek claims for the injuries. However, this is not the case as in most cases, insurance companies will fail to compensate or end up underpaying. 




The insurance adjusters take advantage of the fact that they know that most people are not aware of their rights. Sadly, this is true as the compensations are not protested by the victims. In this article, we will demonstrate the importance of having a qualified lawyer.




Why Choose an Experienced Personal Injury Lawyer?




When you or your loved one is injured in any type of accident, as a result of the actions or inaction of another person, they should be compensated. Contrary to the popular belief, there is so much more that should be covered in the compensations besides the medical expenses. The only way that you will have a fair settlement for your claims is when you have an experienced and qualified lawyer working for you. It is good to ask your medical insurance provider to cater to most of the treatment costs. However, there are other damages that you need to seek from the responsible parties.




You may end up with prolonged treatment and rehabilitation processes, which will be expensive. In addition to this, your life will be altered such that you cannot do most of the things you were able to do before the injuries. This means that there will be lost opportunities and wages, which can lead to distress and anxiety. All these are events that happen as a result of the injuries and as such, you should be compensated for the same. On your own, you may not win this battle but with the help of a reputable personal injury lawyer, you should be good to go.




Dealing with Insurance Companies




Right after an accident, insurance companies will be quick to jump to their feet and make a settlement offer. This will be presented in such a way that it appears to be what you deserve. However, in most cases, insurance adjusters will mislead you so as to underpay your claims. As a matter of fact, they will show you how inconveniencing and expensive it is to hire a lawyer. They will also use irrelevant information, which they will base the compensation on.




When all is not working, they will use delay tactics. The good news is that when you have a qualified attorney, they will be able to handle all these issues and get you the rightful compensation.




Always Work with a Professional Lawyer




A personal injury lawyer will help you a great deal and they will defend your rights vehemently. When you are involved in an accident you will need a personal injury attorney to help you get your compensation in full. Look for a lawyer that has relevant experience in the specific issues you are dealing with.




…
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    When you are taking a walk on the streets or crossing the road, you cannot expect to be hit by a vehicle. However, this is a common occurrence and the outcome can be life-altering. The accident can end up in serious injuries or even death. 
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When there are injuries involved, the process becomes hectic as there will be hospital visits, medication, therapies and so much more. This can affect your livelihood and you may even end up losing your wages due to the injuries.




So, how do you deal with a pedestrian accident? This article will provide a guideline on the steps you should take.




Seek Medical Attention




Your safety and health is the most important thing and as such, when an accident happens, the priority is seeing a doctor. Even in cases where you are not feeling any pain or see any physical injuries, you should get medical assistance. There is nothing that should be as important as getting medical treatment. In any case, even the issue of pursuing compensation will be based on the reports from medical experts.




Contact an Auto Accident Lawyer




When you are injured in a pedestrian accident, you need to protect your legal rights as well. As such, you need to contact an auto accident lawyer right away. This will help you follow up with the insurance companies so that they can take responsibility and the liabilities. Most insurance companies try to make a quick offer to accident victims. It is advisable to talk to a lawyer before making a decision on the offer. The truth is that most insurance adjusters will try to underpay the claims. While you are focusing on medical treatment and recovery, the lawyer will be working on your claims.




Establish Where to Get Money




It goes without saying that being hurt in an accident means that you will have to incur unexpected expenses. You need to determine where you will get the money from as this is imperative. It is worth noting that the compensation from the insurance company will not come in immediately. As such, you cannot purport to wait for that money so as to seek treatment. Find out if you can use your insurance cover for the treatment. There are so many unforeseen costs that will come up beside the medical treatment and it is important to be braced for any eventualities.




Conclusion




A pedestrian accident will affect your life in one way or another. As such, you may end up with permanent disabilities or lost wages. When you get hit by a vehicle, you need to follow the right protocol so as to protect your health as well as your livelihood. The best way to ensure that you are making the right decision is by hiring a qualified auto accident attorney.




With these few tips, you should be able to handle the pedestrian accident in the right way and protect your health and legal rights in the best way.…
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When you have been involved in any form of accident, you should get in touch with a personal injury lawyer right away. There are accidents that happen every day and most of the people who are responsible do not want to be held accountable. As a matter of fact, insurance companies hire the best lawyers to see to it you do not get fair compensation.













Choosing to go up against the insurance companies on your own may not bear much fruit. The insurance adjusters will work tirelessly to lessen your claim. Sadly, not all cases will qualify for compensation and this is why it imperative to hire a personal injury attorney.




So how do you know if you need a personal injury lawyer and at what point should you contact them? Good news is that the lawyers at Kannin Law have given us some pointers, which will make it easier for you to make an informed decision.




Key Considerations before Calling a Personal Injury Attorney




As we have mentioned, not every injury can be compensated and this is why you need to know when to engage a lawyer. Some of the questions to ask include:




	Have you suffered injuries after the accident?





	Do you have to pay for expensive medical bills?





	Have you lost your income or wages due the injuries?





	Have been subjected to mental torture after the accident?





The issue of the severity of the injury is also an important aspect of such claims and this can be measured in various ways. Some of the key considerations include the specific type of injury that has been sustained as well as the possible time it will take for you to recover fully and the costs related to the treatment.




Tips on Hiring a Good Personal Injury Lawyer




There are many things that you may want to look for when hiring a personal injury attorney. However, here are the 3 most important traits to bear in mind:




Practice Area




Only choose a lawyer that specializes in personal injury matters and not general legal services. These are experts who give their full attention to personal injury law as their core practice area.




Experience




When you are filing for a personal injury claim, the objective should be to win the case. With this in mind, look for a seasoned and experienced personal injury attorney. It is imperative to ask for the previous cases that they have handled. This is the only way you can determine their experience level.




Reputation




Last, but not least, consider the reputation of the law firm that you intend to hire. In this digital era, you can simply use the internet to search for a law firm that has a good reputation.




Conclusion




There are countless benefits of hiring a personal injury lawyer at the right time. With this simple guide, we believe you are now informed and can make the right decision. Kannin Law is one of the best law firms with a great team of aggressive personal injury attorneys. You can contact them for more information.…
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Have you been in a recent car accident and looking for an honest, trustworthy lawyer to represent your case? John Kannin of Kannin Law Firm is the only Seattle Auto Accident Attorney that can really represent with the goal of getting ALL your money from the Insurance Companies involved. Call John immediately before you talk to any insurance agent, other than to report the accident.




Insurance Companies




Insurance Companies love to take your money but they don’t like giving it back to you, nor does the other party’s insurance company. You probably already knew that. But what you may not know is how useful a good attorney is at working through the paperwork and the details of a claim to get you all the money you deserve to have coming to you.  A good Personal Injury Attorney or a great Seattle Medical Malpractice Attorneys like CMG Law Firm in Seattle Washington will work with you to do just that. They already know the ins and outs and how the system works… You will easily make back in claims what you pay in fees to your Auto Accident Attorney.  That is is if you have a good one.  




Research Attorneys




It pays to ask question and look around for a good car accident lawyer.  A good one will know especially all about any hospitalizations or other complicating factors in your case.…
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Wondering how long a personal injury lawsuit can take? Frankly, no one can know for sure how long a case may take. This is because each case is different – some could be as quick as two months, while others may take years to be settled. However, it’s not entirely impossible to approximate how long a case can take. 




How quickly your case will take to settle may depend on several factors, including; 




	Your attorney 





Choosing the right attorney to handle your case from the beginning is the best way to ensure that your claim settles quickly. When identifying a personal injury attorney, make sure that they are well educated, dedicated, competent, experienced. 




If an attorney has settled cases quickly in the past, then it’s highly likely that that attorney will close your case quickly too. Some attorneys may lengthen your case just to take your money. 




	Liability responsibility 





Who was responsible for the accident or the injury? If the person responsible for the damage admits responsibility straight away, then the case can be settled in a relatively straightforward manner. 




On the other hand, if the opponent denies responsible, that’s a complex case and may take even years to settle. But if you have the necessary evidence that the opponent is responsible for the damage – witnesses statements, documents, CCTV, etc., the case can be resolved quickly. 




	Claim Complexity 





Each accident and injury is different. How complex or severe your injury is a major consideration in personal injury cases. If the damages are minor, the less compensation is needed, and the quicker it will be to settle the case. 




On the other hand, severe injuries calls for serious and sometimes expensive treatment. This means larger compensation, which may delay the case. As well, where extensive treatment is required, it may take longer to gather the medical evidence and costs, which may extend the timeframe of the claim settlement. 




	The case involves Big Money 





If you’re looking for a large compensation, this means that the opponent’s legal representatives will be reviewing every aspect of the case in an effort to reduce the compensation amount. As well, the insurance company may delay the settlement process when big money is involved just because they fill the pain of giving out money.




Furthermore, insurers sometimes tend to delay the settlement process so that the claimant may settle for less. Most claimants just want to close their cases quickly, so they may go for a less settlement rather than waiting for the end judgments. 




Conclusion 




Frankly, there is a specific formula for calculating how long a case may take to settle. Personal injury cases are different and may take as little as months to settle while other cases may go for years. 




It’s worth noting that the length your case will take doesn’t depend on any one factor that we’ve discussed above – one or more elements can affect the overall length of settlement for your case. For instance, you can have a bad lawyer, severe injuries, large claims, all of which have the ability to delay the settlement of the case. 




…
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